Volusia Live
Student Resource Packet

School Phone:
322-6175
6th Grade House Ext.
36406
7th/8th Grade Ext.
36410

Principal: Dr. Lavallee
If a student is locked out of their Vportal they may just need a password reset. If this occurs at school, we (or the kiddo) can call 20,000 and select option 3.

If it happens at home with one of our "live" students, they will need to call the helpline: (They can also call if they are having any difficulty with their technology)

Live Chat Hotline for students and families available at 386-626-0095. Open Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Warriors Expectations for joining us through “Youmust Live”

**Attendance**
- Log in to virtual class on time via TEAMS (unless otherwise specified by your teacher)
- Roll will be taken at beginning AND end of lesson – and no one can fill in for you – BE PRESENT and ON TIME! Tardies count.
- Failure to respond will result in an absence

**Camera/Technology**
- Your computer camera does not have to be on for the duration of class.
- Be sure to respond to teacher queries. Technology failures are responsible for maintaining class.
- Contact the school if there is an issue with the technology. We need your input to work out the issues.

**Create a Learning Space**
- Set up a designated workspace in your home – free of distractions
- Only the student should be visible and audible during class time
- Appropriate dress required
- Your workspace should have good lighting
- Ensure the area has room for laptop as well as doing paper & pencil work (if needed)

**Participation**
- **You must UNMUTE!**
- Your screen will be called on to answer questions or to answer if not unmuted.
- You are expected to follow along with all instructions.
- You will be called on to participate in class via the virtual platform.
- Use the hand raised chat type in class to speak what you have a question.
- Use the chat ONLY to ask a question, not play a game or have social conversations in the chat.
Click Sheet for Online Resources

English Language Arts

1. Go to VPortal (on VCS Homepage)

2. Find the “Digital Resource Tile”

3. In the digital resources tile you need to find the Houghton Mifflin Harcourt tile:

4. Access “Collections” tile, choose your appropriate grade.

5. Login= 1 or 2 alpha@vcs2go.net
   Password= Birthday (mmddyyyy)

5. Go to the student ebook.

6. In the student ebook, once you get into the contents section, that is where your regular text book and your close reader textbook are located.

   NOTE: Please refer to your teacher’s Canvas Page for more detailed instruction
Click Sheet for Online Resources
World History and Civics

1. Go to VPortal (on VCS Homepage)

2. Find the “Digital Resource Tile”

3. In the digital resources tile you need to find the McGraw-Hill tile:

4. Access the appropriate grade level tile

5. Login= 1 or 2 alpha@vcs2go.net
   Password= Birthday (mmddyyyy)

5. Go to the student ebook.

NOTE: Please refer to your teacher’s Canvas Page for more detailed instruction
Click Sheet for Online Resources

United States History

1. Go to VPortal (on VCS Homepage)

2. Find the "Digital Resource Tile"

3. In the digital resources tile you need to find the Houghton Mifflin Harcourt tile:

4. Access the appropriate grade level US History tile

5. Login= 1 or 2 alpha@vcs2go.net
   Password= Birthday (mmddyyyy)

5. Go to the student ebook.

NOTE: Please refer to your teacher's Canvas Page for more detailed instruction
Click Sheet for Online Resources

Science

1. Go to VPortal (on VCS Homepage)

2. Find the “Digital Resource Tile”

3. In the digital resources tile you need to find the Houghton Mifflin Harcourt tile:

4. Access the appropriate grade level Science tile

5. Login= 1 or 2 alpha@vcs2go.net
   Password= Birthday (mmddyyyy)

5. Go to the student ebook.

NOTE: Please refer to your teacher’s Canvas Page for more detailed instruction
Live Chat Hotline for students and families available at 386-268-0995. Open Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.